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Welcome to the April edition of REFULGENCE - the official 
newsletter of D.Y Patil B School. It gives us thumping 
gratification to be the Editor-in-charge of this Edition. 
We wish all the Readers a Content Reading ahead.

As wisely said by George Washington Carver “Education 
is the key that opens the golden door to Freedom” and 
Dr D.Y Patil B School takes all those plausible steps 
to open those golden doors to freedom. We are very 
elated to launch the Volume 3 Issue 2 of Newsletter. This 
Newsletter provides all the Report and articles of the 

events happening in the college and these events give 
a holistic view of the Cooperate interactions which will 
help students further in their career.

We display our heartfelt gratitude to Dr. Amol Gawande 
for giving us such an opportunity. We are immensely 
thankful and fortuitous to have such a Management. Last 
but not least we would like to thank all the authors for 
helping us with their articles and the functioning of the 
newsletter.

DIRECTOR’S DESK

Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School is highly exhilarated by the words 
of Peter Drucker “Knowledge has power. It controls 
access to opportunity and advancement”. In today’s 
world where the potent managers mainly focus on 
the innovation and advancement of knowledge, our 
institution provides them with a sumptuous platform to
nurture their knowledge to accommodate with the 
competitive environment.

The vision of our institution is creating professionalism 
among students that contributes towards innovation. We 
at Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School enhances a rich co-curricular 
environment that accompanies with a strong conceptual 
foundation through various learning opportunities 
spread across the duration of the course. Learning in our 
institution is accomplished through creative problem-

solving workshops, case study competitions, field visits, 
workshops with corporate, certification courses etc. and 

Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School is thrilled to welcome the new 
batch of aspiring managers (PGDM 2023–25) into the 
world of professionalism and creativity. This group will 
give the school the life it needs to develop at a good 
pace.

HAPPY LEARNING!!

Dr. Amol Gawande

LETTER FROM 

Since we published 
our first edition of this 
periodical newsletter 
in January 2021 
envisaged under the 
superintendence of Dr. 

Amol Gawande, we’ve kept up the effort to make it the 
greatest, most interesting, and most dynamic newsletter 
out there on a digital platform.

We don’t just bring you the updates on college events 
but we bring you meticulous articles on various topics. 
Counting on a few, a beautiful article on “Human 
Resilience” is written by one of our in-house faculty 

Prof. Hema Anand in which she embellishes and tells the 
importance of it by sharing her life’s incidences too. 

With this, I extend my sincere gratitude to everyone who 
contributed to its creation, even if it was only by bearing 
with us as we hollered at you about deadlines that we all 
knew weren't actually final.

Good Luck!!

Enjoy your Reading!!

“EDU YOUTH - 

Edu youth event was organised on 4th February with the trope to enlighten people 
about drugs and mental health. In the event a humongous crowd was gathered from 
prominent colleges of Pune. Students of Dr. D. Y. Patil B-School presence was also 

The evening continued with a heart-warming singing performance which enthralled 
the crowd. The ceremony was preceded by Sri Sri Ravi Shankar Ji's energising oration, 

CORPORATE SESSION ON 

In collaboration with the Institute's Placement cell, Dr. 
D.Y. Patil B-School organized a Corporate Session on 
Placement Training on 13th February, 2023. The session's 
honorary speaker was Ms. Swati Srivastava, a human 
resources representative with Ideal Insurance Broker.

The session began with a brief introduction of the 
dignitary followed by the speaker mainly highlighting 
on several pieces of advice for campus placements. 
She discussed with the students the numerous benefits 
of making a good first impression during the interview. 
The correlation between first impressions and interviews 

was also discussed. She emphasised the significance of 
making a positive first impression right away. She guided 
the attendees with the preparation of Group Discussions 
during campus placements. The speaker gave the 
audience a general overview of the trend of preparation 
prior to the personal interview during campus placement.

The session consummated and came to a successful 
conclusion with Ms. Swati Srivastava providing thorough 
answers to all the queries of the students' and calming 
their concerns about their final campus placement.

My life is a riddle, my thoughts are not stable. 
Yet my brain is trying, but my heart is crying. 

It is said to keep hope in life, 
but how, if it is miserable?

I am ravenous about love, 
But it is smoked away as cigarette puff. 

People around they show sympathy, 
But what I need is you to show empathy.

I am petrified and feel vulnerable, 
as I am choked with my thoughts which are 

undiscoverable. 
"Catastrophe" is uninvited which is an issue, 

and I am so helpless as I don't even have a single tissue.

I was mistaken as I EXPECTED a lot from you, 
but found none of you. 

I am now accustomed to the melancholy, 
don't worry I'll free you from my folly.

I guess time has not over yet, 
because I have to repay your debt. 

Time for self-immolation, surpassing all the emotion. 
As I am not fortitude enough, 

especially in a convoluted world.

Stop focusing on mysterious me, 
Always spread love with glee. 

Time permits me to give you surprise, 
Taking a deep breath in before closing my eyes.

Mr. Aditya Dey

Flashing a ray of light in the past, 

And wondering why the memories collapsed so fast 

The days full of serenity,

Of a baby bud blooming to reach its destiny 

Flourishing with all the innocence and affection, 

Without distress and tension 

The phase of evolution started,

Where culpability and burdens are prompted 

Mind fantasizes unusual adventure, 

But obligations blur the endeavors 

Melancholy acts as a best friend,

Responsibilities are dumped without much time to 

comprehend 

Setting foot into a world full of thrones, 

Where someone needs to be beckoned 

Welcoming these challenges as an adult, 

teaches the finest lesson Life offers 

Surpassing this transition is a mess, 

But this is Life’s true happiness.

Debankita Guha

STUDENTS

CORNER

“Do not judge me 
by my success, 
judge me by how 
many times I fell 
down and got back 
up again”- 

Human resilience 
is an intuitive 
response to 
extreme adversity 
and acute stress 
observed across 

the life course. Any individual who says they don’t have 
stress is fooling themselves and the world. Resilience 
is what shapes and defines us and exemplifies our 
personalities. We all develop different stories on resilience 
over our timelines.

Emotional Resilience shaken- My work equilibrium was 
shaken by my father’s illness and passing suddenly in a 
span of 9 months. His cancer diagnosis was completely 
out of the blue and there on hismedical& wellbeing 
responsibility, and thereafter his sudden passing shook 
my mental peace for a long long time. I consider myself as 
a fairly resilient person whose first reaction to stress is to 
develop a sense of quietness and calmness to surround me 
giving me time to think. This balance was soon destroyed. 
It overtook my mental wellbeing to such an extent that 
very soon within 6 months of his passing I was completely 
bed-ridden.

Workplace woes-Picking a career in hospitality in the early 
90” s was a wise choice for a woman those days as the 
industry was rampant with gender discrimination. Women 

were given options to choose safer directions in work 
challenges and pick out those specialisations and jobs that 
meant little responsibility and almost zero accountability. 
Suffice to say, it didn’t appeal to me and didn’t stop me from 
becoming the “Youngest Duty Manager” in the history of 
the Taj Group at age 22 and choosing to do night shifts 
without any special benefits. Later, as I moved to work in 
Delhi & Mumbai it soon became the norm to accept all that 
I wasn’t allowed to do due to my being a woman. A hotel 
career is like a short masala flick, which has glamour and 
loads of hard work with keeping your wits about you in 
tricky and yes, sometimes life threatening situations.

Change in Professions- Just as I was becoming successful 
in my work arena, I would transition into being a married 
woman with switching my field from hotels to BPO quite 
suddenly. From doing hardcore operations, I had now 
moved to Business Development and which meant to 
“Walk the Talk”. It took awhile, but I got there. Life of 
course had more in store. I was now a mother of twin girls, 
running a family of children and elders with my spouse 
sailing for 10 months of the year. TIME FOR ANOTHER 
CHANGE. I started teaching my experiences by way of 
my subjects to students by becoming a Trainer/Visiting 
faculty. At first, the thought of talking to a room full of 
people rather than working hands-on was a scary thought 
and a daunting task. “Get on with it”I told myself and 
paddled on and I have been paddling along for the last 14 
years.

A new Journey-I have created a reputation for myself over 
these last few years and am challenging my own resilience 
to travel as a Corporate Trainer to travel to remote locations 
in India and abroad to currently work with a young adult 
suffering from severe dyslexia to overcome his barriers. In 
my father’s words, “Tu karmkar,raastaapneaapbanega.”( 
you think and do your duty, the way forward will come 
about.)

Prof. Hema Anand
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EDITORIAL TEAM

Dr. D. Y. Patil B-School is committed to be an institution of excellence imparting management education 
that creates professionals for contributing towards innovation, business and society.

CONVOCATION 2023 

Chief guests of the occasion spoke to 
the diplomas and cherished them with 
words based on his experience and 

BUSINESS ANALYTICS FOR 

Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School organised a 5-day online workshop 
on ‘Business Analytics for Strategic Decision Making’ from 
14th February to 18th February, 2023 over Zoom platform. 
The 5-day session on Business analytics revolved around 
the basic understanding of business analytics and data 
analytics, basic difference between data analytics and 
business analytics and future of business analytics. 
Subsequently, the students were given ideas on creating 
an insightful dashboard.

An interactive session was conducted by Prof. Asha Kiran 

Sikhakoli on ‘Data Handling and 
Analyzing Data with Excel and 
Dr. Ashish Kulkarni on ‘Tableau 
and Dashboards’. The 5-Day 
online workshop consisted of an 
interactive session on ‘PowerBi’ 
followed by doubt clearing 
sessions by the renowned 
professors.

CELEBRITY VISIT- LALIT PRABHAKAR

On 16th February, Lalit Prabhakar, one of the most 
prominent Marathi actors, along with his whole team, 
graced the premises of Dr. D. Y. Patil B-school for the 

promotion of his movie Tarri, 
which created a lot of buzz in 
the Marathi film industry.

The actor was first facilitated 
by one of the respectable 
faculty members of the 
institution, Dr. Ahmad, and the
event commenced with them 
screening the movie trailer 

to an eager audience, who expressed their enthusiasm 

with their boisterous and loud cheers. Following the 
presentation of the trailer, Mr Prabhakar gave a brief 
introduction to his film to the crowd, after which they 
showcased some of the movie songs.

The actor then interacted with the crowd who were 
waiting with their questions and answered their curiosity 
with witty responses. Some of those fortunate enough to 
be present even had the chance to approach the actor 
and shake their hands with him.

The event then came to an end with the team distributing 
the merchandise of their movie to the students and 
faculties likewise.

On 3 March 2023, Mr. Pravin Adik delivered an insightful 
lecture on the impact of technology on disruptive 
innovation at Dr. D.Y. Patil B-school.

Mr. Adik began the session 
by discussing the various 
types of innovation, including 
incremental innovation, 
which involves making small 
improvements to existing 
products or processes, and 
radical innovation, which 

Mr.Adik also highlighted the important role that 
technology plays in driving disruptive innovation. As 
technology continues to advance, we can expect to see 
more disruptive innovations that create new markets 
and transform existing industries. By staying informed 
about these developments, students and professionals 
can position themselves to take advantage of these new 
opportunities and drive innovation in their own industries.

On 17rd March 2023,Start-up Carnival Pune Finals of 
the EO (Entrepreneurs’ organization) Global Student 
Entrepreneur Awards (GSEA) 2023, the premier global 
competition was hosted at Dhruv Global School by EO 
(Entrepreneurs’ organization) Pune for the students who 

possess and manage business. 
The event commenced with 
the lighting of the lamp and 
Saraswati Vandana. A dance 
performance was enacted by 
the students of Dhruv Global 
School.

  fo   desirpmoc   yruj ehT  

Mr.   GOPAL   AMIN
(Co-Founder of GOLDEN RATIO), Mr. ANUI GOLECHA (CA, 

top 10 ANGEL INVESTOR) and Mr. UDAY WANKAWALA 
(CEO of RMP ATAL INCUBATION CENTRE).

20 start-up booth exhibition was displayed in the event, 
in which there were start-ups of diverse nature which 
consisted of Ed-tech platforms, medical devices, Drones 
etc. Subsequently 8 semi-finalist were announced from 
each room category. All these teams had pitched one by 
one and the jury cross questioned them related to their 
start up. Among them 4 finalists were selected who will 
be a part of GSE India Finals.

The event concluded with getting valuable insights, 
networking opportunities, exposure to new ideas 
and technologies and a lot of motivations. It helped 
the students to accelerate their growth, expand their 
networks, and achieve their future goals.

DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION 

Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School 
in collaboration with the 
institute's Incubation and 
innovation cell arranged a 
workshop on Startup Ideation 
under Disruptive Innovation 
Module 3. The keynote 
speaker for the session was 
Mr.Amol Nitave (Founder and 

CEO of EvolvingX Services Ltd. And Co-Founder and 

Managing Director of ExploreVR LLP).

IN THE CAMPUS

Dr D .Y .Patil B School is 
privileged to welcome actor 
Yashpal Sharma to promote 
his upcoming movie “Chipkali” 
on 1st April,2023. Mr. Yashpal 
Sharma is an Indian Hindi and 
Punjabi film actor and theatre 
artist. His first big break was 
Govind Nihlani's film, Hazaar 

Chaurasi Ki Maa in (1998). Mr. Sharma subsequently 
began making appearances in commercial films like 
Shool and Arjun Pandit. However, it was the Academy 

A SESSION BY A BUSINESS PRODIGY- 

Dr. D. Y. Patil B-School 
organized a session with a 
Business Prodigy, Mr. Satish 
Mohan Phadke on 10th April 
2023. He is a renowned 
persona who inculcates 
passion for profession in 
others. He gave the students 
an insight into discovering 

the art of business management, finding the path to 
professional growth and learning skills for becoming 
a person of their own choice. He interacted with the 

Dr. Ahmad 
was the Indian 
Delegate at 
The Asia-
Pacific Forum 
on Sustainable 
Development 
(APFSD) is an 
annual, open 

intergovernmental forum that supports follow-up and 
review of advancements on the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

By analysing regional patterns and sharing best practices 
and lessons learned, He also took part in the forum on 
the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development. Governments, civil society, the commercial 
sector, and other stakeholders had come together as part 
of the APFSD since its first meeting in 2014 to prepare for 
the HLPF and support regional initiatives to hasten the 
implementation of the 2030 Agenda.

Dr. Mohd. O Ahmad 
was one of the panelists 
at The Fourth SEAL 
Conference, held from 
March 22–24, 2023, 
at the United Nations 
Economic and Social 

Commission in Bangkok, Thailand. The Institute for Social 
Entrepreneurship in Asia (ISEA) holds its Fourth Regional 
Assembly to decide on a course of action for advancing 
the agenda “Social Entrepreneurship, Innovation, and 

Partnerships: Towards 
Inclusive Recovery and 
Accelerating          the

 Sustainable Development 
Goals”.

Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School 
feels gratified to have such a Professor in the campus 
who gives his heart and soul to seek the world in different 
perspectives.

 

 

INSTITUTE’S FACULTY 

DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION 

Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School in collaboration with the institute’s 
Innovation and Incubation Cell (IIC) hosted a workshop on 
Understanding the Customer on disruptive innovation on 
25th March, 2023. The keynote speaker for the session 
was Mr. Nilesh Puntambekar. The session began with the 
speaker briefing about disruptive innovation and how 
innovation happens.

Subsequently, the session continued with the crowd 
defining disruption with various real-life examples. The 
keynote speaker also discussed ways to create disruptive 
innovation. Mr. Puntambekar emphasized the importance 
of identifying a target audience and ensuring product-

market fit. The speaker 
explained the importance of 
creating a value proposition 
that communicates the benefits 
of the product or service and 
how it addresses the needs of 
the target audience.

The session commenced with 
Mr. Puntambekar sharing his 
valuable insights for the session followed by a question 
and answers from the crowd.

IMMERSED IN A NEW CULTURE: 

 they got a chance to interact 
and collaborate with each 
other, share their experiences 
and knowledge, and learn 
about each other’s culture, 
language, and academic 
systems to unveil combined 
work digitally and present their 
ideas to a Jury.

Students got an opportunity to Participate and got 
Certificates for their active and enthusiastic participation. 
This helped in a great way to promote cross-cultural 
understanding and foster academic collaboration 
between the two countries.

"JACK IT UP” WITH

Dr. D.Y. Patil Unitech Society in collaboration with Jack 
Daly organized a motivational session at Dr. D.Y. Patil 
B-School on 24th of March, 2023. Mr. Daly shared his 

real-world knowledge and 
exciting tips on how to upscale 
oneself along with methods 
of self-motivation, imparting 
valuable insights into the art 
of sales, growth and personal 
development to enthusiastic 
students & staff.

   evitacovorp   s'ylaD kcaJ
words   ignited   a   spark   of

motivation among the audience, leaving. They are 
inspired and energized to achieve their goals. His insights 
on sales, leadership and business strategies were over 
refined.

The session culminated 
with Mr. Daly’s escapade 
regarding the launch of his 
book which left a lasting 
impact on the students. 
The session with Jack Daly 
was a resounding success, 
providing attendees with a 
rare opportunity to learn from one of the most influential 
business tycoons of our time.

DISRUPTIVE MODULE 1
SEMINAR ON 

In collaboration with the Institute’s Innovation and 
Incubation Cell (IIC), Dr.D.Y. Patil B-School conducted a 
seminar on "Entrepreneurial Mindset & Intrapreneurial 
Mindset", The honorary 
speaker for the 
session was Dr. Meetali 
More Co- Founder & 
Director (Innovation & 
Entrepreneurship SkillEtz 
Foundation).

Dr. More shared her 
experience as an 
entrepreneur and 
revealed her passion of 
carrying out innovations without

harming the society or nature which made her start a 
sustainable business. She explained the importance of 
focus and consistent performance in running a business. 
She also shared her views about how unicorn startups 
have changed the business world and also briefed about 
the scope of startups.

The session culminated with Dr. More exhibiting her 
sustainable product which was fully made of waste 
materials showing how innovation comes from waste 
material while looking for the employment generation. 
Following this, the students came forward to share their 
ideas on startups with Dr. More motivating and guiding 
the students with the ways of setting up their own 
startups.

Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School hosted a national conference 
on “Challenges and Advancement in Pharmaceutical 
industry” on 25th February, 2023 in the 
institution’s campus. The program was 
inaugurated with singing of the National 
Anthem. The chief guest for the conference 
was Mr. Arvind Tripathi(Associate Vice 
President-HR, alembic pharmaceutical 
Ltd.). The keynote speakers for the session 
were Mr. Chandrahas Shetty, Mr. Satish 
Kothawade, Mr. Amol Kolhe and Mr. Sourabh
Satbhai. The conference began with 
a welcoming address by Dr. Amol 
Gawande(Director, Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School) 

followed by the addressing of the chief guest and 
keynote speakers to the throng.

Subsequently, three competitions were 
conducted post lunch viz. Poster Making 
competition, Mad Add Show and Business 
Model wherein students from various 
colleges participated to present their idea.

The session concluded with Ms. Uma Dabir 
(keynote speaker) addressing the crowd 
and sharing her valuable insights for the 
session followed by the prize distribution 
for the competitions.

THE GLOBAL STARTUP SCENARIO

The students of Dr. D. Y. Patil B-School got an 
opportunity to unlock the secrets of the Global Start-
up Ecosystem with the 
two eminent delegates- 
Prof. Gary Packham, Pro-
Vice Chancellor of Greater 
Cambridge Area and Mr. 
Simon Evans, Director 
International Partnership 
from the recognized Anglia 
Ruskin University. This 
session was organized at 

The Dignitaries helped the 
students understand the 
assistance they will get 
from ARU like- to be their 

own boss seminars, Start up evenings, 1-2-1 business 
mentoring support, ARU Entrepreneurs’ community 

WOMEN’S DAY CELEBRATION

On 8th March 2023, Wakad police station organised an 
event for women coming from different sections of the 
society to facilitate them for their contributions to the 
society and celebrate their existence. The event started 
with the host giving a brief speech about women’s day 
and the importance of celebrating the day.

After this a group of kids showcased an extremely 
b e a u t i f u l piece of dance. 

Following this the 
Chief guests for 
the event were 

facilitated by Mr. 
Vijay Kumar 

C h a u b e , 
organiser of 

the event. Mr. 
Chaube then 
went to give 

a speech on the 
importance of women 

in the society and 

their struggles.

   erew   neht   stseuG   feihC ehT
asked to briefly share their
experiences with the audience 
and give an insight of their 
struggles, which followed with 
them facilitating the women 
who have achieved huge 
accolades for their work, 
contributing to the society.

The event came to an end, 
with Dr. Vivek Muglikar 
sharing his thoughts, showing 
his gratitude to each and 
every woman present and 
telling them to celebrate 
themselves as they are one 
who makes the world a better 
place to live in.

HONOURABLE CHANCELLOR’S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION

School of Engineering, Akrudi campus) and many more.

The event commenced with a parade leading Dr. P.D. 
Patil Sir to the venue which was headed by two students 
from Dr. D.Y. Patil B- School (Mr. Aditya Dey and Mr. 
Vaibhav Panchal). Following this, a soothing performance 

was exhibited by Mr. Navneet Jain (Music 
Faculty, Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School) and team. 
The event was marked auspicious by the 
words of Dr. Somnath Patil followed by the 
other dignitaries. Following this Dr. P.D. Patil 
Sir was felicitated demonstrating how much 
the entire DPU family loved him..

Thereafter, the occasion marked its relevance 
with the treasured articulation of Dr. P.D. 
Patil expressed his gratitude to the entire 
DPU family and shared his insights on the 

upliftment of the institution. The event concluded with 
the DPU family wishing the great leader success and best 
wishes with whom one can accomplish great things.

ACHIEVEMENTS

STUDENT’S 

Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School is elated to 
celebrate the success of DYPBS 
Theatre Group on achieving 2nd 
position at the 9th Daf Karandak, 
which is a state level Inter-
Collegiate Street Play Competition.

Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School 
congratulates the DYPBS Cricket 
Group for reaching a milestone 
and triumphing in four events 
throughout the city while working 
as a team and with a competitive 
spirit.

Dr. Y. Patil B-School is proud to 
recognise the accomplishment 
of Ms. Sweta Kumari Singh, Mr. 
Mayank Rao Shelar, and Mr. Arvez 
Ahmed for winning the first place 
in Vista 20k3 for their research 
paper presentation on the subject 
of “Pre and Post COVID -19 Online 
Purchase Buying Behaviour.”

WORDS FROM 

there was always something new to 
discover. From the delicious street 
food to the bustling markets and 
one of the best nightlife, there was 
never a dull moment.

One of the best aspects of 
campus life was the chance to 
make lifelong friendships. I miss 
the nights spent with my friends, 
discussing everything from 
academic assignments to our 
future plans. The thrill of pulling an 
all-nighter before an exam or the 
excitement of bunking a lecture to 
go on a spontaneous adventure is 
something that I will always cherish.

In retrospect, I am grateful for the 
experiences and opportunities that 
have shaped me into the person 
I am today. My journey from DY 
Patil B-School to Daimler has been 
an incredible one of growth and 
success, and I acknowledge that 
my time at DY Patil B-School was a 
crucial part of that journey.

~ANUBHAV TIWARI

(BATCH 2020-2022)

professional journey. Over the past 
few months, I have been working hard 
to contribute to the company's 
success, and I have been inspired by 
the passion and dedication of my 
colleagues.

Of course, college life was just as 
wonderful. From attending lectures 
and participating in group discussions 
to hanging out with friends in the 
campus cafeteria, I cherished every 
moment of my time at DY Patil 
B-School.But my time at DY Patil 
B-School was not just about 
academics. The vibrant campus life 
and bustling city of Pune made my 
experience truly unforgettable. Pune 
is a beautiful city with a rich cultural 
heritage, and 

"MODERNIZATION DOESN'T 

The idea that modernization equals westernization is a 
fallacy perpetuated for far too long. Modernization is 
a process that can be accomplished by incorporating 
the best ideas and innovations from numerous cultures, 
including those that are not Western. A 
society can advance and modernize while 
retaining its distinct cultural identity and 
values.

Furthermore, it's essential to consider that growth and 
development are different from westernization. Several 
of the most innovative and prosperous nations in the 
world have evolved their own distinctive modernization 

strategies, frequently drawing from their 
rich cultural history to produce a vibrant 
and diversified society.

In conclusion, it is a myth that 
modernization necessitates a conversion 
to western cultural norms and values. 
Westernization doesn’t follow the idea of 
heredity, but modernization follows the 
idea of development by preserving the 
past. The best ideas and inventions from 

many cultures can be used to accomplish modernization, 
enabling countries to forge a modern and dynamic 
culture that represents their distinct identities.

- Nishi Gandhi

The term "Korean Wave," often known as "Hallyu," 
describes the appeal of Korean culture, particularly 
K-pop music and K-dramas. Following the establishment 
of diplomatic ties between South Korea and China in 
1992, the term Hallyu was first used in 
the early 1990s. Following then, thanks 
to well-known TV dramas like "What is 
love?" with an audience rating of 4.2% 
and 150 million Chinese viewers, Korean 
entertainment culture became very well-
known in Asia.

Beginning in 1997, the Beijing-broadcast 
radio show Seoul Music Room introduced 
the K-pop music and dance scene, which 
later exploded in popularity among Chinese teenagers. 
The Korean popular culture entertainment had its 
breakthrough in February 2000 when the Korean boy 
band H.O.T. performed in Beijing Workers Gymnasium. 
The popularity of the concert was described by the 
Korean media as "Hallyu." Subsequently, in early 1999, 

Koreans began to accept and utilise this term to indicate 
the prevalence and global influence of Korean culture.

As a result of the 2003 NHK broadcast of the TV drama 
series Winter Sonata, which was an 
immediate success, Korean culture began 
to gain appeal in Japan. Then, in 2012, 
when the well-known K-pop performer 
Psy released "Gangnam Style," Hallyu was 
ignited in Western nations. The song and 
its accompanying dance gained worldwide 
acclaim as soon as they were published. 
It topped charts and gained popularity 
in over 30 nations throughout the world, 
including Australia, Canada, and several 

European nations. It also peaked at No. 1 on the British 
Official Singles Chart and finished second on Billboard's 
Hot 100 in the US. The music video will have received 
over 3 billion views by 2020.

- Sana Faiz

Peer pressure is a common phenomenon that affects 
many people, especially college students. Peer pressure 
can be defined as the influence exerted by peers on an 
individual's behavior, attitudes, and values. It is a powerful 
force that can lead to both positive and 
negative outcomes.

the expectations of their peers. For 
example, they may feel pressure to drink 
alcohol, smoke cigarettes, use drugs, or engage in other 
risky behaviours. The fear of being rejected or excluded 
from their social group can be a significant motivator for 
students to engage in these activities.

The impact of peer pressure on college students can 
be both positive and negative. On the positive side, 
peer pressure can lead to social and academic success. 
Positive peer pressure can motivate students to study 
harder, participate in extracurricular activities, and 
pursue their goals. On the other hand, negative peer 
pressure can lead to poor academic performance, 

substance abuse, and other negative behaviours.

To deal with peer pressure, college students need 
to develop a strong sense of self-awareness and self-

confidence. They should understand their 
values and beliefs and be willing to stand 
up for them. Students should also be aware 
of the consequences of their actions and 
understand that they are responsible for 
their decisions.

It is also essential for students to surround 
themselves with positive influences. They 
should seek out friends who share their 
values and interests and who will support 

them in making healthy choices. Students should also be 
willing to say no to peer pressure and set boundaries 
when necessary.

In conclusion, peer pressure is a powerful force that 
can impact college students' behaviour, attitudes, and 
values. It is essential for students to be aware of the 
potential negative effects of peer pressure and develop 
strategies to deal with it. By building self-awareness, 
self-confidence, and positive relationships, students can 
make healthy choices and achieve their goals.

- Vaibhav Panchal

NEW MARKET DISRUPTION IS 

A new-market disruption happens when a corporation 
establishes a new sector in an existing market to 
target unserved or underserved clients, such as by 
manufacturing a low-cost version of an expensive 
product to appeal to less wealthy and 
powerful users. The current firm has little 
to no motivation to compete with your 
company for this new market sector 
because it serves richer clients.

The less costly version of the product 
may eventually become more desirable 
to other market groups and increase in 
quality, thus putting the more expensive 
version out of date.

You may improve your comprehension of the three forms 

Disruptive Strategy: You'll also learn how to prepare for 
the future and be able to explain how each idea relates 
to your company and industry. New-market disruption 
differs from other forms of innovation in particular in 
three ways:

1. It aims at preventing consumption. The target market 
for the new product couldn't previously acquire or buy 
this kind of product.

2. Compared to the established enterprises, it turns a 
profit at a lower price per unit sold. This is crucial since 
the organisations' goods won't be motivated to compete 
with the newcomers for market share as long as the 
profit margins are smaller.

3. It offers a lesser level of performance for current 
customers but a greater level for non-customers. Because 
of this, the newcomer appears to pose little danger to 
established companies. Due to the new product's poorer 

On the other hand, grasping disruption 
might help you gain a better understanding 
of what actual innovation is and, potentially, 

enhance your own firm's ability to generate more new 
goods and services.

An instance of "real" disruption Looking at an actual 
example of disruption in action might help us understand 
it better:

Netflix, as well as many other streaming providers, are 
still causing havoc in the entertainment sector. They've 
all but eliminated physical video rental outlets and are 
gradually allowing more customers to cancel their cable 
subscriptions. OTT services like Hulu and Pluto TV sprang 
apparently out of nowhere as a low-cost alternative to 
traditional subscriptions, and when consumers caught 
on, they couldn't help but rationalise their media 
consumption.

- Shweta Kumari Singh

- Raj Upadhayay

observed in such anincredible event and the event’s guest speaker was Sri Sri Ravi 
Shankar Ji. The event was organised by welcoming the audience and chief guests, 
which included the pride of DPU Dr. Somnath Patil.

which added significantly to the value of eachperson's life by addressing them with 
his priceless words and concepts. The pride went high when Sri Sri Ravi Shankar ji 
thanked and praised Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School initially during his speech.It was the greatest 
pleasure for all the students of the institution for being the part of the marvellous 
evening and getting addressed by such a renowned personality.

Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School organized the 
3rd Annual Convocation Ceremony on 
11th February2023 extending a warm 
welcome to the renowned dignitaries, 
Shri Anupam Kher (National 
award-winning Actor & Author) and 
Mr. Saurabh Raaj Jain (Actor) to award 
Diploma to the PGDM students along 
with cordial invitation to students, 
parents and industry partners to grace 
the occasion.

lessons he had acquired throughout his life, 
which had inspired them for the present and 
to lead in the future.Being an author by 
profession Mr. Anupam Kher lastly quoted a 
statement “It’s your own failure that stops you 
from doing things…”. The Ceremony 
proceeded with distribution of Certificates 
and Trophies to the Winners of Yuva Sports 
week 2023 along with photo session followed 
by celebration ofcheers and joy where all the 
DPU alumni got an opportunity to reunite on 
grounds that are filled with smiles and 
memories.

followed by ThinkBigARU pitching competitionThey also 
revealed modules and ARU Certificates for Professional 
development that helps to build a business, powerful 
pitching, design and build for success.

the campus of Dr. D. Y. Patil B-School under the Institution 
and Innovation Council’s S&IC 6.0 on 28TH February 2023 
from 12:00 p.m to 01:00 p.m. Both the dignitaries 
enlightened the session for the budding entrepreneurs to 
impart the professional knowledge of Global Perspective 
on Start-up Ecosystem followed by understanding 
innovation and growth pockets all around the world is

involves creating entirely new products or processes. 
Disruptive innovation, heexplained, is a type of radical 
innovation that upends existing markets.

Mr. Nitave briefed the students about the various 
opportunities for start-ups using innovative casebased 
identifications. The speaker also spoke about conducting 
research to validate the ideation. The guest also made the 
students aware of the methodology for ideation of 
EvolvingX. The session culminated with Mr. Nitave’s 
motivating words to the students to come up with 
innovative startup ideas and solve their queries.

Award-nominated Lagaan which gave his career a fly and 
thereafter he appeared in Gangajal and Ab Tak Chhappan.

The session started with a flash mob by the students 
followed by an interactive session with Mr. Sharma where 
the students interacted with him by askingquestions 
regarding his career and his journey towards success.

The session consummated with Mr. Arpriet Trivedi 
felicitating Mr. Yashpassl Sharma followed by a beautiful 
dramaturgy by the students from Mr. Sharma’s movie.

Dr. D. Y. Patil B-School in collaboration with 
TechnischeHochschule Würzburg-Schweinfurt 
(Technical University of Applied Sciences), Germany 
organized an online student exchange program 
between Indian and German students “A Workshop on 
Strategic Marketing” on 30th March 2023 from 11:00a.m. 
till 06:30 p.m. Mr. Sunil Bhatambrekar,Head Product 
Engineering (Design) at Maxion Wheels Pvt. Ltd., India 
addressed the students about the Maxion Wheels 
followed by Virtual Tour of Maxion Wheels, Pune. 
Students from both the Universities showcased their 
Presentation and Case Studies Discussion on Maxion 
Wheels. Consequently, they were given a Platform 
where 

attendees about how to effectively utilize the time and 
resources availablewith them at present. Mr. Satish 
emphasized on how the students should expertise 
themselves in certain fields.

The esteemed guest gave the students a few rules to 
remember in their life. First Rule of life is - Break the rule 
and the Second is - Always remember the first rule. The 
session ended with a quote by Mr. Phadke “Badal sako to 
badal daalo aur agar badal nhi sakty to sveekaar 
kardaalo”.

Dr. D.Y. Patil B-School is honored to have received the 

INDIA INTERNATIONAL 
EDUCATIONEXCELLENCE AWARD 
2023 for the category of emerging business school 
of the year for research on 30th April 2023.

Dr. D.Y. Patil B-school is content to celebrate the 
success of Dr. Amol Gawande (Director, Dr. D.Y. Patil 
B-School) on achieving VISIONARY 
ACADEMIC LEADER OF THEYEAR 
2023 AWARD for his outstanding leadership in 
higher education.

Development at theregional level while serving as a 
regional preparatory meeting for the High-Level Political 
Forum (HLPF).

From Campus to Corporate: My 
Journey from DY Patil B-School to 
DaimlerGraduating from a 
management institute such as DY Patil 
B-School is just the first step in a long 
and fulfilling career journey. I was 
fortunate enough to be one of those 
students, and my journey from DY 
Patil B-School to Daimler has been an 
incredible one.

After completing my PGDM at DY 
Patil B-School, I started my 
professional journey at CRISIL, a 
leading credit rating agency in India. It 
was an incrediblelearning experience, 
and I was able to develop my 
analytical skills and gain a deep 
understanding of the financial 
industry. I then moved on to ICICI 
Bank, where I worked for seven 
months and continued to grow and 
learn.

Finally, I found myself at Daimler, one 
of the world's leading automotive 
companies. It was an exciting 
opportunity, and I knew that it was 
the perfect place to apply the skills 
and knowledge I had acquired 
throughout my academic and

respected and preserved. Societies can develop a 
modern, dynamic culture that reflects their distinct 
identity by incorporating modern practices and 
technologies into their pre-existing cultures.

It is essential to recognize that every 
society has a distinct history,culture, and 
traditions that have shaped its identity 
over time. Even as society evolves and 
becomes more modern, these should be

Peer pressure is most commonly seen in 
social situations such as parties, clubs, 
and other events where students interact 
with each other. In such settings, 
students may feel the need to conform to

of innovation by taking an online course like

quality, it is likely that current consumers 
won't think about switching. However, 
inferior quality is acceptable for the 
segment of the market that has never had 
access to the product.

Our work and personal lives are so intertwined that to 
believe the opposite would be an unrealistic idea andthat 
each one which does not impact the other is a fallacy 
which is quickly corrected after the first instance.

not bounded within the four walls of the hall. Students
are the institute's top concern, and the management 
has a clear duty to ensure their safety and protection. 
A passionate group of academics who are constantly 
prepared to work with the students' best interests makes 
up the backbone of our institution.

Also, this edition covers many such articles and 
achievements which one should definitely read for once.

One of the main highlights of the celebrations was the re-
enactment of the life of Shivaji Maharaj. Students dressed 
up as various characters from Shivaji's life and enacted 
scenes from his battles and conquests. This helped in 
creating awareness among the students about the great 
achievements of Shivaji Maharaj and instill a sense of 
pride in their cultural heritage.

Another important aspect of the celebration was the 
display of traditional weapons and armaments used 
during the time of Shivaji Maharaj. This gave the students 
an opportunity to get a glimpse and assimilate about 
the various weapons used by the Maratha army and the 
tactics employed by Shivaji to defeat his enemies.

The event concluded, providing students with an 
opportunityto learn about the rich history and culture of 
India and also helping them to appreciate the 
contributions of great leaders like Shivaji Maharaj and 
instill in them a sense of patriotism and pride in their 
heritage. By celebrating this festival in a meaningful and 
educational manner, college played a crucial role in 
preserving and promoting the legacy of one of India's 
greatest heroes.

Shivaji Jayanti is celebrated with great enthusiasm in many 
parts of India, especially in the state of Maharashtra. It is 
the birth anniversary of Shivaji Maharaj, the founder of 
the Maratha Empire, and is celebrated on February 19th 
every year. Like every year, this year also Dr. D. Y. Patil 
B-School celebrated Shivaji Jayanti on 20th February 
2023 with full ardour. This celebration of Shivaji Jayanti 
was conducted in a way to pay homage to the great 
leader and to remind students of his contribution to the 
country. Thecelebration started with wrapping up the 
‘pheta’ (a traditional turban worn in Maharashtra) to all 
the students followed by a phenomenal performance by 
a group of more than 50 people of Dhol Tasha, 
speeches, DJ and various other activities.

evolving in different ways. 
They also gave an insight 
on the importance of 
Indian start-ups and their 
global perspective.

“Age is merely the number of years the world 
has been enjoying us”

Dr. D. Y. Patil Unitech Society is delighted to 
celebrate the 70th birthday of an ardent leader 
Dr.P.D. Patil, Honorable Chancellor of Dr. D.Y. 
Patil University. The Dr. D.Y. Patil Vidyapeeth 
campus in Pune hosted the astonishing event. 
The occasion marked it's beginning with the 
welcoming of Dr.P.D. Patil in a traditional 
Maharashtrian way followed by an energetic 
drilling by the cadets.

The event witnessed the presence of various 
dignitaries including Dr. Bhagyashree Patil 
(Pro-Chancellor, Dr. D.Y. Patil Vidyapeeth), Dr. 
Somnath Patil (Secretary, Dr. D.Y. Patil Unitech 
Society) , Dr. Smita Jadhav (Trustee and 
Executive Director, Dr. D.Y. Patil Vidyapeeth), 
Dr. Sanjay D. Patil (President, Dr. D.Y. Patil 


